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DESIGN  
RESEARCH
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Como conclusão do primeiro semestre, abordaremos os novos media enquanto campo de 
experimentação e produção, pressupondo que qualquer construção discursiva em Design  
de Comunicação reverte para, ou se efectiva pela, prática, i.e., pela construção de artefactos de 
comunicação. Assumindo o primeiro ano curricular do mestrado como uma fase de investigação 
exploratória, visa-se a definição de contextos, aproximações e interesses que orientam o 
desenvolvimento futuro da dissertação ou projecto. Fomenta-se o desenvolvimento de projectos 
cujas características conceptuais se aliam à exploração de possibilidades tecnológicas e criativas 
inerentes ao novos media, e que se constituem como trabalho de fundação passível de suscitar 
questões e de proporcionar orientações para o projecto de investigação.

Design Research  procura equacionar o Design enquanto objecto e motor da investigação, 
abordando as possibilidades de investigação orientada para a prática projectual e procurando 
definir os motes temáticos e operativos a explorar no segundo semestre.

Aborda-se a relação entre a investigação e a prática projectual, introduzindo as 
aproximações de Investigação em Design passíveis de serem exploradas: seja incidindo  
sobre a prática e seus domínios de conhecimento (informando a prática), ou orientando-se  
para a produção de artefactos. 

Em termos práticos, procede-se a uma revisão e selecção da matéria dada, à qual se 
adicionam novos conteúdos em torno das orientações temáticas propostas; com estes conteúdos 
produz-se um objecto editorial, bem como um modelo sintético de apresentação.  
Estes objectos definem os contextos, ideias e formas de produção a explorar no segundo 
semestre, enquanto trabalho exploratório de fundação para a investigação.

Research is systematic enquiry whose 
goal is communicable knowledge:

— systematic because it is pursued 
according to some plan;

— an enquiry because it seeks to find 
answers to questions;

— goal-directed because the objects 
of the enquiry are posed by the task 
description;

— knowledge-directed because the 
findings of the enquiry must go beyond 
providing mere information; and

— communicable because the findings 
must be intelligible to, and located within 
some framework of understanding for, 
an appropriate audience.

[…] It can be useful to distinguish 
between research about practice; 
research for the purposes of practice; 
and research through practice.

Bruce Archer, The Nature of Research, 1995.

[...] kinds of research in art & design:

— research into art and design (theory)

— research through art and design 
(action)

— research for art and design (artefact)

research > communicable knowledge > 
communicated through the activities of 
art, craft or design.

Christopher Frayling, “Research in art and 

design”, 1993.

In design exploration, the most 
important question is: “What if?”…  
(i.e., exploring possibilities outside of 
current paradigms — whether these 
are paradigm of style, use, technology, 
or economical boundaries). (…) In 
this sense, design exploration is a 
way to comment on a phenomenon by 
bringing forth an artifact that often in 
itself, without overhead explanations, 
becomes a statement or a contribution 
to an ongoing societal discussion.

Daniel Fallman, “The Interaction Design 

Research Triangle of Design Practice, Design 

Studies, and Design Exploration”, 2008.
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INVESTIGAÇÃO EM DESIGN

Teoria/prática
— Investigação sobre a prática – novo conhecimento e entendimento da prática.
— Investigação para e pela prática — artefacto representa um contributo  
para o conhecimento.

Investigação exploratória
— definir tema e propósito; 
— reunir conhecimento existente (teoria e prática); 
— testar metodologias (materiais e métodos); 
— realizar trabalho de fundação (experiências, protótipos…)  
para desenvolvimentos futuros.

Objectivos
— conhecer o campo de estudo; 
— enquadrar teórica e conceptualmente o fenómeno; 
— reconhecer os principais temas e variáveis e definir os métodos;
— testar a viabilidade e exequibilidade de um estudo mais aprofundado.

ABORDAGENS (TRADIÇÃO E PERPECTIVA)
Design Studies, Design Practice, Design Exploration
Daniel Fallman, “The Interaction Design Research Triangle of Design Practice, 
Design Studies, and Design Exploration.”, 2008

Design Studies
Cumulative knowledge, distancing, and describing (general, understanding) 

Design Practice
Context driven, particular, and synthetic (from reflective to proactive) 

Design Exploration
Idealistic, societal, and subversive (question and experiment, transcend paradigms)
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MOTE TEMÁTICO) 

The DATA, the WEB and the APP
Pontos de partida para uma prática exploratória:
— visando as práticas contemporâneas de design 1

— reflectindo sobre o mote (old) new media 2

— e definindo princípios para a prática enquanto 
investigação exploratória.3 

1 P-01: paradigmas contemporâneos de Design  

de acordo com o seu carácter relacional e mediante  

a atitude de pesquisa e questionamento sistemático 

que envolve. (…) equacionar o papel do design 

enquanto produção cultural (…) pelo desenvolvimento  

de artefactos de comunicação.

2 P-02: numa época em que os novos media já são 

“velhos”, fomenta-se um reconhecimento dos seus 

conceitos fundadores… e uma reflexão sobre a 

forma como estes foram assimilados pela cultura 

contemporânea.

3 Programa da disciplina: definindo os motes temáticos  

e operativos a explorar e orientando-se para  

a produção de artefactos. Posicionando a prática 

perante as orientações temáticas.

Orientações temáticas:

1) FORMAS DE PRODUÇÃO E DISSEMINAÇÃO 
DE CONTEÚDO
— search, compile, publish;
— uncreative writing;
— writing spaces: machine vs. human “writing”;
— reading as writing;
— post-production (Nicholas Bouriaud);
— circulação/“circulacionismo”.

2) PROLIFERAÇÃO E COMPLEXIDADE  
DOS DADOS 
— your data, our data: big data vs. personal data;
— cloud(y) + internet-centrism;
— data-ethnography;
— self-ethnography;
— open data;
— (black) transparency.

3) PARTICIPAÇÃO (DO USO AO ENVOLVIMENTO)
— appificação;
— solucionismo;
— ludificação ( gamification);
— sharing-economy;
— “mito do envolvimento”: reply, share & like;
— captology;
— attention-economy.

4) COMUNICAÇÃO DE CIÊNCIA  
(parceria com o Instituto de Astrofísica  
e Ciências do Espaço)
— ciência/comunicação;
— complexidade/simplicidade;
— design de informação.

To save everything, click here.
Leitura da introdução ao livro To Save Everything, click 
here, de  Evgeny Morozov (2013). 

A partir do texto, identificação de uma abordagem ou mote 
de acção (em consonância com as orientações temáticas) 
para o desenvolvimento de um projecto e sua respectiva 
fundamentação.

FBAUL, MDCNM — Projecto I, 2016/17, 1ºano, 1º sem.
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“The digital revolution is over.” 
Nicholas Negroponte (1998) 
[…] The Negroponte epigraph above 
inspired me to refer to this emergent 
genre as ‘post-digital’ because the 
revolutionary period of the digital 
information age has surely passed.  
The tendrils of digital technology have in 
some way touched everyone. […] I will 
emphasize that the medium is no longer 
the message; rather, specific tools 
themselves have become the message.
Kim Cascone, The aesthetics of Failure: 
‘Post-Digital’ Tendencies in Contemporary 
Computer Music, 2000.

Software has become our interface 
to the world, to others, to our memory 
and imagination — a universal language 
through which the world speaks and 
a universal engine on which the world 
runs. […] media software  
[as] a subset of application software 
[as] a subset of software.
Lev Manovich, Software takes command, 

2013.

In the POST-DIGITAL condition,  
‘old’ and ‘new’ media no longer exist 
as meaningful terms, but only as 
technologies of mutual stabilization  
and destabilization.
Florian Cramer, Post-Digital Aesthetics, 2013.

In this POST-DIGITAL age, digital 
technology is no longer a revolutionary 
phenomenon but a normal part of 
everyday life.
Alessandro Ludovico, Post-Digital Print: The 
Mutation of Publishing since 1894, 2012.

“POST-DIGITAL” neither recognizes the 
distinction between “old” and “new” 
media, nor ideological affirmation of the 
one or the other. It merges “old” and 
“new”, often applying network cultural 
experimentation to analog technologies 
which it re-investigates and re-uses. 

Christian Ulrik Andersen, Geoff Cox, 

Georgios Papadopoulos, Post-digital 
research, 2014.

 ORIENTAÇÕES 
1) DE TODA A MATÉRIA DADA  
selecciono e sintetizo o que me interessa.
2) DE TUDO O QUE APRENDI ATÉ AGORA,  
escolho o que me interessa.
3) Do que me interessa ADICIONO O QUE FALTA.

CONTEÚDOS
A) PRÁTICAS: projectos/artefactos passíveis de 
informar a minha prática. Objectivo: levantamento de 
exemplos que ilustram caminhos a explorar.
B) TEORIA: tópicos/conceitos — áreas de conhecimento.
Objectivo: definição dos temas/assuntos de eleição.
C) PRÁTICA: direcções/propósitos para a minha prática.
Objectivo: definição de estratégias operativas (como 
produzir investigação através de projectos exploratórios).

LEITURA OBRIGATÓRIA
Archer, Bruce. 1995. “The Nature of Research.”  Co-design: interdisciplinary journal of design. Jan.: 6-13.

Fallman, Daniel. 2008. “The Interaction Design Research Triangle of Design Practice, Design Studies, and Design 
Exploration.”  Design Issues 24 (3): 4-18.

Morozov, Evgeny. 2013. “Introduction”. To Save Everything, click here. Nova Iorque: PublicAffairs.

BIBLIOGRAFIA COMPLEMENTAR
0) INVESTIGAÇÃO EM DESIGN

Frayling, Christopher. 1993. “Research in art and design.”  Royal College of Art Research Papers 1 (1).

Cross, Nigel. 2007. “From a Design Science to a Design Discipline: Understanding Designerly Ways of Knowing and 
Thinking.” Michel, Ralf (ed.), Design Research Now. Basel, Boston, Berlin: Birkhäuser Verlag. 41-54. 
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DESENVOLVIMENTO
(1) PESQUISA, SELECÇÃO, EDIÇÃO: 25 NOV a 15 DEZ
(2) FORMALIZAÇÃO DA EDIÇÃO (página web, app, e-book, p-book): 16 DEZ a 11 JAN
(3) SÍNTESE E APRESENTAÇÃO: 13 JAN até à av. final

PESQUISA (1) — 25 NOV a 07 DEZ
25 NOV: apresentação do enunciado — contextualização. 

TPC — leitura dos textos de contextualização  
sobre investigação + leitura da introdução de  
To Save Everything, click here — identificação 
de motes para o desenvolvimento projectual + 
selecção de um tópico das orientações temáticas 
(neste enunciado) + pesquisa em motores de busca 
em torno do tópico + selecção de um conteúdo/
referente proveniente da pesquisa enquanto 
contributo para a discussão da aula seguinte.

30 NOV: leitura colectiva da introdução de To Save 
Everything, click here; apresentação das intenções do 
projecto em parceria com o Instituto de Astrofísica  
e Ciências do Espaço; apresentação preliminar das  
fontes pesquisadas.

TPC — estruturar/compilar referências — enquadrar 
tópicos e exemplos pesquisados dentro de um tema/
perspectiva, expandir pesquisa.

07 DEZ: apresentação do desenvolvimento da pesquisa.

SELECÇÃO, EDIÇÃO (1) — 9 a 15 DEZ 
09 DEZ: apresentação de tópicos/conceitos e exemplos/
artefactos que definem uma perspectiva sobre o tema  
(máx. de 6, cada), hierarquizados por ordem  
de importância e abrangência — (6 ecrãs máx.);
— discutir sequência (linear ou não-linear) dos conteúdos  
+ ideias de estruturação/apresentação.

TPC — fixar estrutura + compilação final de 
conteúdos (informação que ilustra/define tópicos) 
+ síntese dos aspectos relevantes nos exemplos 
considerando as suas relações + pistas para prática  
a desenvolver (enquanto trabalho futuro do  
1º semestre).

14 + 15 DEZ: apresentação da lista e estrutura de 
conteúdos, incluindo: tópicos definidos (devidamente 
referenciados), sua articulação com os exemplos 
(complementaridade com os tópicos e ideias) e pistas  
para a prática (conclusão) — (5 ecrãs máx.)

FORMALIZAR (2) — 16 DEZ a 11 JAN
16 DEZ: esboços de formalização, contendo: macro 
estrutura do objecto + distribuição de conteúdos pela 
estrutura + navegação + layout de cada tipologia de página/
ecrã — (8 ecrãs máx.)

TPC FÉRIAS — trabalhar a formalização,  
i.e. possibilidades de apresentação que evidenciem 
relação e sequência (linear ou não-linear); 
optimização para página web, app, e-book  
ou p-book.

04 + 06 JAN: optimização da formalização  
(com conteúdos) — (máx. de ecrãs depende das tipologias 
de página, contendo elementos acima descritos)

TPC — concluir formalização da edição + preparar 
um esboço de síntese do tema (mapa conceptual 
diagrama), incluindo teoria/tópicos + práticas 
/artefactos de referência + pistas para a prática

11 JAN: conclusão. Entrega preliminar do objecto 
editorial: página web, app, e-book ou p-book.

SINTETIZAR (3) — 13 JAN
13 JAN: Preparação da apresentação. Discussão do esboço 
de síntese, contendo: tema + teoria/tópicos + práticas/
artefactos de referência + prática a desenvolver  
— (5 ecrãs máx.). 

APRESENTAR (3) — AV. FINAL
data a definir de acordo com calendário de avaliações finais 
— entre 16 JAN a 3 FEV: apresentação à turma da síntese  
(teoria, práticas e prática) optimizada para 5 minutos;  
— incluir apresentação do objecto/edição que suporta  
a síntese + entrega final do objecto/edição.

FBAUL, MDCNM — Projecto I, 2016/17, 1ºano, 1º sem.
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BIBLIOGRAFIA COMPLEMENTAR

1) FORMAS DE PRODUÇÃO E DISSEMINAÇÃO DE CONTEÚDO

Bourriaud, Nicolas. 2005. “Introduction”. Postproduction. Culture as screenplay: how art reprograms the 
world. Nova Iorque: Lukas & Sternberg, disponível em <http://faculty.georgetown.edu/irvinem/
theory/Bourriaud-Postproduction2.pdf>

Goldsmith, Kenneth. 2011. “It’s Not Plagiarism. In the Digital Age, It’s Repurposing.’, disponível 
em <http://chronicle.com/article/Uncreative-Writing/128908/>

Ludovico, Alessandro. 2014. “Post-digital Publishing, Hybrid and Processual Objects in Print”, 
disponível em <http://www.aprja.net/?p=1738>

Soulellis, Paul. 2013. “Search, compile, publish”, disponível em <http://soulellis.com/2013/05/
search-compile-publish/>

2) PROLIFERAÇÃO E COMPLEXIDADE DOS DADOS

Wolf, Gary. 2010. “The Data-Driven Life” in The New York Times (28.4.10), disponível em <http://
www.nytimes.com/2010/05/02/magazine/02self-measurement-t.html?pagewanted=all&_r=2>

Metahaven (2012/13):
— “Captives of the Cloud: Part I”, disponível em <http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-
cloud-part-i/>
— “Captives of the Cloud: Part II”, disponível em <http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-
cloud-part-ii/>
— “Captives of the Cloud, Part III: All Tomorrow’s Clouds”, disponível em <http://www.e-flux.
com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-iii-all-tomorrows-clouds/>

Hall, Peter. 2011. “Bubbles, Lines, and String: How Information visualisation Shapes Society”. 
Blauvelt, A., & Lupton, E. (Eds.). Graphic Design Now in Production. Nova Iorque: Walker Art Center 
(DG 6/404), disponível em <https://datadesign.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/bubbles-lines-and-
string-phall.pdf>

Harris, Jonathan 2013.  A brief manifesto about the promise and perils of data, disponível em 
<http://datawillhelp.us>

3 ) PARTICIPAÇÃO (DO USO AO ENVOLVIMENTO)

Morozov, Evgeny. 2013. To Save Everything, click here. Nova Iorque: PublicAffairs.

Repositórios de conteúdos
Library of the Printed Web
http://libraryoftheprintedweb.tumblr.com

Quantified Self.  
Self-knowledge through numbers
http://quantifiedself.com

Datafied Research
http://www.aprja.net/?page_id=2283

Institute of Network Cultures
http://networkcultures.org

Transmediale
http://transmediale.de/archive
https://transmediale.de

e-flux
http://www.e-flux.com

http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/02/magazine/02self-measurement-t.html?pagewanted=all&_r=2
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/02/magazine/02self-measurement-t.html?pagewanted=all&_r=2
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-i/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-i/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-ii/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-ii/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-iii-all-tomorrows-clouds/
http://www.e-flux.com/journal/captives-of-the-cloud-part-iii-all-tomorrows-clouds/
https://datadesign.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/bubbles-lines-and-string-phall.pdf
https://datadesign.files.wordpress.com/2012/04/bubbles-lines-and-string-phall.pdf
http://datawillhelp.us
http://libraryoftheprintedweb.tumblr.com
http://quantifiedself.com
http://www.aprja.net/?page_id=2283
http://networkcultures.org
http://transmediale.de/archive
https://transmediale.de
http://www.e-flux.com


(uncreative writing)
In 1969 the conceptual artist Douglas 
Huebler wrote, “The world is full of 
objects, more or less interesting; I do not 
wish to add any more.”  
[…]
It seems an appropriate response to 
a new condition in writing: With an 
unprecedented amount of available 
text, our problem is not needing to write 
more of it; instead, we must learn to 
negotiate the vast quantity that exists. 
How I make my way through this thicket 
of information—how I manage it, parse 
it, organize and distribute it—is what 
distinguishes my writing from yours. [3]

[1]  Kenneth Goldsmith (2013/14) 
Printing out the Internet .

[2]  Kenneth Goldsmith (2014)
Papers from Philosophical 
Transactions of the Royal Society .         

[3]  Kenneth Goldsmith (2011), 
“It’s Not Plagiarism. In the Digital 
Age, It’s Repurposing.’

[1]

[2]

1) FORMAS DE PRODUÇÃO  
    E DISSEMINAÇÃO DE CONTEÚDO

FBAUL, MDCNM — Projecto I, 2016/17, 1º ano, 1º sem.
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JUVENTUDE EM MARCHA

NOTA À MARG EM #1

(pós-produção)
Since the early nineties, an ever increas-
ing number of artworks have been created 
on the basis of preexisting works; more 
and more artists interpret, reproduce, 
re-exhibit, or use works made by others 
or available cultural products. This art of 
postproduction seems to respond to the 
proliferating chaos of global culture in 
the information age, which is character-
ized by an increase in the supply of works 
and the art world’s annexation of forms 
ignored or disdained until now. These art-
ists who insert their own work into that of 
others contribute to the eradication of the 
traditional distinction between produc-
tion and consumption, creation and copy, 
readymade and original work. The material 
they manipulate is no longer primary. It is 
no longer a matter of elaborating a form 
on the basis of a raw material but working 
with objects that are already in circulation 
on the cultural market, which is to say, ob-
jects already informed by other objects. [6]

[4]  Paul Soulellis (2013-……)
Library of the printed web           

[5]  Steyerl, Hito (2015).
“Too Much World: Is the Internet 
Dead?”, The Internet Does Not 
Exist. Berlim: Sternberg Press

[6]  Bourriaud, Nicolas (2005). 
“Introduction”, Postproduction. 
Culture as screenplay: how art 
reprograms the world. 
Nova Iorque: Lukas & Sternberg.

[4]

(circulacionismo)
But production has also become mixed 
up with circulation to the point of be-
ing indistinguishable. (…) We are pitch-
ing, phishing, spamming, chain-liking, or 
mansplaining. We are twitching, tweeting, 
and toasting as some form of solo rela-
tional art, high on dual processing and a 
smartphone flat rate. Image circulation 
today works by pimping pixels in orbit via 
strategic sharing of wacky, neo-tribal, and 
mostly US-American content. Improbable 
objects, celebrity cat GIFs, and a jumble 
of unseen anonymous images proliferate 
and waft through human bodies via Wi-Fi. 
One could perhaps think of the results as a 
new and vital form of folk art, that is if one 
is prepared to completely overhaul one’s 
definition of folk as well as art. (…) Circu-
lationism is not about the art of making 
an image, but of postproducing, launch-
ing, and accelerating it. It is about the 
public relations of images across social 
networks, about advertisement and aliena-
tion, and about being as suavely vacuous 
as possible. [5]

FBAUL, MDCNM — Projecto I, 2016/17, 1º ano, 1º sem.
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[7]  Nicholas Feltron (2005-14)
Personal Data reports.
http://feltron.com

[8]  Morozov, Evgeny (2013).
To Save Everything, click here         

[9]  Wolf, Gary (2010). 
“The Data-Driven Life” in The 
New York Times (28.4.10), 
disponível em <http://www.
nytimes.com/2010/05/02/
magazine/02self-measurement-t.
html?pagewanted=all&_r=2>

[7]

[7]

2) PROLIFERAÇÃO  
    E COMPLEXIDADE DOS DADOS

(“capture all” — data)
In a world where you can record everything 
— if only to preempt complaints or false 
accusations — you will record everything 
just to be on the safe side. [8]

(data vs. meaning)
Nietzsche’s conclusion about calculations 
and measurements was bitter but 
powerful: “An essentially mechanical 
world would be an essentially meaningless 
world.” [8]

(self tracking)
The recent appeal of self-tracking can only 
be understood when viewed against the 
modern narcissistic quest for uniqueness 
and exceptionalism. Self-tracking 
— especially when done in public — is often 
just a by-product of attempts to show off 
and secure one’s uniqueness in a world 
where suddenly everyone has a voice and 
is expected to say things that matter. [8]

(personal data)
If not words, then at least numbers will reassure us 
— and, more importantly, the world at large — that 
we are who we (or, rather, our profiles) say we are. 
Wolf hints at this very motivation when he writes 
that “personal data are ideally suited to a social life 
of sharing. You might not always have something to 
say, but you always have a number to report.” Self-
tracking, then, is like blogging — only for shy people. [8]

(data-ethnography; personal data)
Humans make errors. We make errors of fact and 
errors of judgment. We have blind spots in our field  
of vision and gaps in our stream of attention. 
Sometimes we can’t even answer the simplest 
questions. Where was I last week at this time? 
How long have I had this pain in my knee? How 
much money do I typically spend in a day? These 
weaknesses put us at a disadvantage. We make 
decisions with partial information. We are forced to 
steer by guesswork. We go with our gut. That is, some 
of us do. Others use data. [9]

10

FBAUL, MDCNM — Projecto I, 2016/17, 1º ano, 1º sem.
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JUVENTUDE EM MARCHA

NOTA À MARG EM #1

(internet-centrism;  
big data vs. personal data)
Does “the Internet” have a message 
to impart to humanity? Does it contain 
important lessons that we all need to 
heed and perhaps incorporate into our 
institutions? Does it help us rediscover 
long-forgotten truths about human 
nature? More and more people — not 
just ivory tower intellectuals but also 
regular soldiers in the Internet war, 
people who join Anonymous and vote 
for representatives of Pirate Parties in 
elections — are answering these questions 
in the affirmative. It’s this propensity to 
view “the Internet” as a source of wisdom 
and policy advice that transforms it from 
a fairly uninteresting set of cables and 
network routers into a seductive and 
exciting ideology — perhaps today’s  
über-ideology. [8]

[8]     Morozov, Evgeny (2013).
To Save Everything, click here

[10]  Lupi, Giorgia 
e Stefanie Posavec (2015) 
Dear Data.
www.dear-data.com/theproject 

[10]
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(internet-centrism)
Another danger of Internet-centrism in this 
context is that, in assuming that digital 
filters are different from their analog 
predecessors, we risk blurring immense 
theoretical and conceptual differences 
among them. (…) In reality, some of these 
new digital filters don’t just refuse to 
reveal “the whole deep sea” but conceal 
it in very different ways; the idea of a 
coherent Internet culture precludes us 
from noticing these differences (it’s in 
this sense that anyone who is desperately 
trying to understand how today’s digital 
platforms work is much better off simply 
assuming that “the Internet does not 
exist”). Even a brief empirical study 
filters employed by popular social media 
platforms would reveal as much; they all 
rely on very different filters that produce 
very different regimes of visibility. [8]
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[11]  AAVV (2015).
“Introduction” in The Internet 
Does Not Exist, Berlim: 
Sternberg Press

[12]  Metahaven (2013).
“Captives of the Cloud, Part III: 
All Tomorrow’s Clouds”      

[13]  Ridgway, Renée (2015). 
“Personalisation as currency” 
in Datafied Research/APRJA 
Journal, disponível em <http://
www.aprja.net/?p=2531>

(your data, our data)
Are most users aware of 
the hidden control of search 
algorithms and how they affect 
obtained results, whether for 
the production of knowledge, 
information retrieval or just 
surfing?
(…) We enable this form of 
voluntary ‘personalisation 
as currency’ with our data 
or, in the words of venture 
capitalists, ‘powerful 
information’, by participating  
in online activities. 
(…) What we experience 
then is a new truth regime, 
what Rouvroy calls ‘data 
behaviourism’, “anchored in the 
purely statistical observations 
of correlations (independent 
from any kind of logic) among 
data collected in a variety 
of heterogeneous contexts” 
(Rouvroy, The end(s)  
of critique).
(…) Trading in privacy 
for personalisation and 
convenience has become the 
default modus operandi as 
the tools we use every day, 
from smartphones to search 
engines and websites, capture 
our personal data. This data 
is traded, reused, repurposed, 
auctioned off, sold and resold. 
Obviously our data has value  
to many third parties who know 
how to use it but who owns 
‘our’ data? Whether we will be 
coerced into negotiating our 
rights to its retention, enact the 
“right to be forgotten” or be 
forced to make a living selling 
our data instead of giving it 
away, has yet to be determined. 
The question of what our data 
is actually worth to us remains 
open. [13]

(internet-centrism; big data vs. personal data)
Networks are often assumed to be democratic 
because they supposedly exist without central 
command, allowing non-hegemonic, noncoercive, 
individualistic freedom of movement, and encouraging 
some kind of distributed representation. All fine and 
well, but aren’t we now a little suspicious of all the 
encompassing inclusivity of these claims? Don’t we 
know now that networks also produce stoppages, 
closures, dark spots, and their own particular forms  
of control and governance? [11]

(your data, our data; big data vs. personal data)
The second definition of “data sovereignty” is 
personal. Every internet user should “own” all of his 
or her online data. Jonathan Obar critiques the idea, 
but for the wrong reasons. He claims that personal 
data sovereignty is fallible because we have now  
“big data”:
“Recent calls for personal data sovereignty, or the 
ability for a single individual to have control over all of 
their personal data, represent a similar fantasy. Had 
we the faculties and the system for enabling every 
digital citizen the ability to understand and continually 
manage the evolving data-driven internet, to control 
the data being collected, organized, analyzed, 
repurposed and sold by every application, commercial 
organization, non-commercial organization, 
government agency, data broker and third-party, to 
understand and provide informed consent to every 
terms of service agreement, and privacy policy — 
would we have time to actually use the internet?  
To work? To have a family? To do anything else?  
This is the fallacy of personal data sovereignty in a 
digital universe increasingly defined by big data.”
The saying goes that if your only tool is a hammer, 
all problems look like nails. Data may need to be 
prevented from becoming “big” in the first place. 
Obar inadvertently shows the conceptual similarity 
of “big data” to bad financial products that no 
one understands. Personal data have become 
the credit default swaps of the cloud, building a 
bubble economy as unsustainable as the subprime 
mortgages that triggered the 2008 financial collapse. 
[12]
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[16]  Ridgway, Renée (2015). 
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in Datafied Research/APRJA 
Journal, disponível em <http://
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3) PARTICIPAÇÃO  
    (DO USO AO ENVOLVIMENTO)

(sharing-economy)

(…) EXCESSIVE RESEARCH (…) highlights 
the compulsive actions of digital culture, 
and how we are constantly encouraged 
to stay active, to make, to share and to 
secure. A culture of sharing, for instance, 
is evidently one of the most noticeable 
idealized activities of a networked society 
and how value is created. [15]

We search, tweet, post, blog and upload – 
giving away our words, thoughts, images 
and intimacies. As a consequence of ‘the 
network effect’ more people contribute 
online because others also choose to do so, 
causing the value and power of the network 
to increase exponentially as it grows. [16]

(Internet-centrism)

In the future, people will spend less time 
trying to get technology to work… because 
it will just be seamless. It will just be there. 
The Web will be everything, and it will also 
be nothing. It will be like electricity... If we 
get this right, I believe we can fix all the 
world’s problems. [17]

 The fact that digital technologies can 
make it easier to subject more elements 
of our lives to external scrutiny is not an 
argument in favor of more transparency. 
Caring for the well-being of the imaginary 
“network” so dear to Internet-centrists 
should never be seen as a higher good 
than, say, the project of fostering trust. [18]

[14]
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[19]  ALDOUS HUXLEY 
in Morozov, Evgeny (2013).  
To Save Everything, click here.   

[20]  Metahaven (2013). 
“Captives of the Cloud, Part III: 
All Tomorrow’s Clouds”

(...) to reject solutionism is not to reject 
technology. Nor is it to abandon all 
hope that the world around us can be 
ameliorated; technology could and 
should be part of this project. To reject 
solutionism is to transcend the narrow-
minded rationalistic mind-set that recasts 
every instance of an efficiency deficit —
like the lack of perfect, comprehensive 
instructions in the kitchen — as an obstacle 
that needs to be overcome. There are 
other, more fruitful, more humanistic, and 
more responsible ways to think about 
technology’s role in enabling human 
flourishing, but solutionists are unlikely to 
grasp them unless they complicate their 
dangerously reductionist account of the 
human condition. [18]

The seizure of the internet by public- 
-private technocrats, cloud providers,  
and secret services is an example of what 
Evgeny Morozov calls “solutionism.” 
Solutionism takes problems from social 
and political domains and recalibrates 
them as issues to be dealt with by 
technology alone. It brings them under 
the control of programmers, systems 
managers, Silicon Valley entrepreneurs, 
and their political avatars. Privacy and civil 
liberties are brushed aside: technological 
bypasses to political, social, and legal 
problems present themselves everywhere 
as progress. Who rules the internet on 
whose behalf, as ridiculously archaic as the 
question may sound, is a political and legal 
issue highjacked by solutionism. [20]

(…) in our political, personal, and public 
lives — much like in our computer systems 
— not all bugs are bugs; some bugs are 
features. Ignorance can be dangerous, 
but so can omniscience: there is a reason 
why some colleges stick to need-blind 
admissions processes. Ambivalence can 
be counterproductive, but so can certitude: 
if all your friends really told you what they 
thought, you might never talk to them 
again. Efficiency can be useful, but so can 
inefficiency: if everything were efficient, 
why would anyone bother to innovate? [18]

(solucionismo)

In an age of advanced technology, 
inefficiency is the sin against the Holy 
Ghost. [19]

In the last few years, Silicon Valley’s 
favorite slogan has quietly changed from 
“Innovate or Die!” to “Ameliorate or Die!” 
In the grand scheme of things, what exactly 
is being improved is not very important; 
being able to change things, to get  
humans to behave in more responsible  
and sustainable ways, to maximize 
efficiency, is all that matters. (…) 
“Technology can make us better—and 
technology will make us better. Or, as  
the geeks would say, given enough apps,  
all of humanity’s bugs are shallow. [18]

Is perfect efficiency in publishing actually 
attainable? Can all environments be 
smart? Will people show up to vote just 
because they are playing a game? [18]

Imperfection, ambiguity, opacity, disorder, 
and the opportunity to err, to sin, to do the 
wrong thing: all of these are constitutive 
of human freedom, and any concentrated 
attempt to root them out will root out that 
freedom as well. (…) Ambivalence can be 
counterproductive, but so can certitude: if 
all your friends really told you what they 
thought, you might never talk to them 
again. Efficiency can be useful, but so can 
inefficiency: if everything were efficient, 
why would anyone bother to innovate?
[…] Sometimes, imperfect is good enough; 
sometimes, it’s much better than perfect. 
[18]
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(internet-centrism/solucionismo)
“The Internet” has allowed solutionists 
to significantly expand the scope of their 
interventions, running experiments on 
a much grander scale. It has also given 
rise to a new set of beliefs — what I call 
“Internet-centrism”— the chief of which 
is the firm conviction that we are living 
through unique, revolutionary times, 
in which the previous truths no longer 
hold, everything is undergoing profound 
change, and the need to “fix things” runs 
as high as ever. “The Internet,” in short, 
has supplied solutionists with ample 
ammunition to ratchet up their war on 
inefficiency, ambiguity, and disorder, while 
also providing some new justification for 
doing so. [18]

(solucionismo/participação)

All solutions come with cost. Shifting a 
lot of the responsibility to the individual is 
a very conservative approach that seeks 
to preserve the current system instead 
of reforming it. With self-tracking we end 
up optimising our behaviour within the 
existing constraints rather than changing 
the constraints to begin with. It places us 
as consumers rather than citizens. [22]

We need to know what we want from 
such devices: Do we want them to obviate 
problem solving? To make our lives 
frictionless? Or do we want these new 
devices to enhance our problem solving  
– not to make problems disappear but 
assist us with solving them? [22]

(solucionismo/attention-economy)
It shows how far from neutrality and 
objectivity all of those platforms are, they 
are sold to us as essentially ways in which 
anyone can become anything but they have 
all sorts of ways to manipulate who gets 
heard and seen. [22]

[21]

[23]
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[26]  Kosner, Anthony Wing (2012).
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This is not to say that a world without 
iTunes reviews or Yelp would be a 
better one. Ideally, we would recognize 
the importance of extending public 
participation in culture while at the 
same time defending and perhaps even 
subsidizing the important civic functions 
performed by professional critics.  
“To succumb to the solutionist temptation 
to recast the new digital platforms as 
just more objective and efficient versions 
of the older, inefficient, human-driven 
alternatives is to opt for an adversarial and 
counterproductive approach that refuses 
to acknowledge the immensely important 
roles that subjectivity, inefficiency, 
and ignorance have been playing in 
our culture and public life as a whole. 
“The Internet” cannot be a solution to 
those “deficiencies” because these are 
not deficiencies at all; rather, they are 
important but fragile accomplishments  
that we ought to defend. [25]

(appificação)
There is a seismic shift underway in the 
digital world that within a decade will 
completely transform the web into an  
App-o-verse. Several simultaneous 
trends are stacking up to change how 
we consume and create digital content, 
and platform companies are positioning 
themselves to enable the process.
What we are seeing are the early stages 
of what I call, “The Appification of 
Everything.” This is not about adding 
more icons to your home screen, though, 
but about a fundamental shift in how we 
metabolize information and entertainment. 
The web as the universal storage medium 
is being superseded by the internet as 
universal flow medium. Instead of thinking 
about the web as a hierarchical tree of 
documents — a Wikipedia of Wikipedias —
we need to start thinking about all of that 
content as an underlying service layer for 
application-based interfaces. [26]

(mito da participação)

The only problem with our digital tools is 
their underlying standardization. We have 
an exhausted political machine on the one 
hand — “citizenship” forced into tiresome, 
backward rituals of participation. And on 
the other hand, we have the splendor and 
immediacy of love, friendship, connection, 
and technology built on microecononomic 
and geopolitical compliance. It seems 
an all too easy win for the latter. People 
have not considered the internet as a 
democratically governable structure. 
Decisions on the internet are delegated  
to a giant “don’t be evil” mix. [24]

The operating logic here is simple: pre-
Internet meant expertise, post-Internet 
means populism; we are post-Internet, 
hence, populism. For Shirky, things just 
happen — remember, it’s a revolution, so 
all resistance is futile! — and as long as the 
people seem to be in charge, it all must  
be a good thing.
By this logic — which celebrates massive 
cultural participation as worth pursuing  
in its own right, regardless of what it does 
to culture — even ratings of albums and 
songs that we generate on iTunes and 
Spotify might eventually be preferable 
to those of professional music critics. 
Solutionists would be delighted: such 
ratings not only produce more “objective” 
opinions of art, but they also involve the 
public in the very process of making (or at 
least rating) culture; thus they are more 
democratic and participatory. So even if 
music critics go, the logic goes, they won’t 
be much missed.
There are several problems with such 
a view. First of all, it tends to prize 
participation in culture much more than 
culture itself. This approach is propelled by 
considerations of logistics, not mechanics. 
That is, it doesn’t seem to matter what 
people are listening to — whether it’s Justin 
Bieber or Stravinsky — as long as they have 
the means to vote it up or down and create 
a meme and a YouTube video out of it. [25]
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(appificação)
The rich and interactive experiences we 
have come to expect on mobile apps have 
created new standards and expectations 
for all digital media including the web. The 
result is websites are evolving to become 
more app-like in their rich functionality. I 
like to call it the ‘appification of the web.’ 
[28]

(appificação e gamificação)
As philosopher Michael Sandel points out 
in What Money Can’t Buy, his critique of 
market fundamentalism, “What begins as 
a market mechanism becomes a market 
norm,” transforming our attitudes to the 
good in question — whether it’s education  
or health — and such transformations are  
not always for the better.
Gamification is no different; a project 
that enlists citizens into helping science 
by relying on game mechanics rather 
than by appealing to higher values will 
eventually come to transform how citizens 
relate to science. Thus, game mechanics 
carry far more significant normative 
implications than their proponents 
publicly acknowledge; if game mechanics 
unwittingly transform what is being 
gamified, we’d better decide whether  
we actually want such transformations 
— regardless of considerations of utility  
and efficiency. [29]

[27]
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gamification”. University of 
Amsterdam MA Media & Culture 
(New Media track). disponível 
em <http://dare.uva.nl/cgi/
arno/show.cgi?fid=450709>.

[31]  Morozov, Evgeny (2013).
To Save Everything, click here.

[32]  Zichermann, Gabe 
e Cunningham, Christopher. 
(2011). Gamification by Design: 
Implementing Game Mechanics 
in Web and Mobile Apps. 
Sebastopol, California: O’Reilly.

[33]  Bogost, Ian (2011). 
“Gamification is bullshit”. 
disponível em <http://
bogost.com/writing/blog/
gamification_is_bullshit/>

(gamificação)
What is the connection between 
gamification and games? Some critics of 
gamification point out that the best video 
games are not exhausted by their reward 
systems. Virtual points do not produce 
experiences “of interest, enlightenment, 
terror, fascination, hope, or any number 
of other sensations,” as game theorist Ian 
Bogost puts it; rather, those are produced 
by the content of the game and various 
narrative strategies adopted by game 
designers. In other words, one doesn’t 
have to hate games to hate gamification; 
that process doesn’t, strictly speaking, turn 
everything into a game — it turns everything 
into limited (and often completely 
unimportant) factors that we sometimes 
associate with games. [31]

The rhetorical power of the word 
“gamification” is enormous, and it does 
precisely what the bullshitters want: it 
takes games — a mysterious, magical, 
powerful medium that has captured the 
attention of millions of people — and it 
makes them accessible in the context of 
contemporary business.
This rhetorical power derives from the 
“-ification” rather than from the “game”. 
-ification involves simple, repeatable, 
proven techniques or devices: you can 
purify, beautify, falsify, terrify, and so forth. 
-ification is always easy and repeatable, 
and it’s usually bullshit. Just add points.
I’ve suggested the term “exploitationware” 
as a more accurate name for gamification’s 
true purpose, for those of us still interested 
in truth. [33]

(gamificação e envolvimento)
If we move on to definitions, we find  
that even Wikipedia defines the term,  
as: “the use of game play thinking and 
mechanics to solve problems and engage 
audiences.” If there is one linking aspect of 
all gamification definitions it concerns the 
end goal of immersing, and engaging the 
user with the application/product. [30]

(gamificação e o mito do envolvimento)
Gamification, like self-tracking, can 
easily desensitize citizens to the messy 
reality around them. Just like quantifying 
the output of complex sociotechnical 
systems to make our own practices more 
effective and less wasteful might preclude 
us from imagining how such systems 
might be supplanted and replaced, so can 
gamification, with its promise of making 
every activity more enjoyable, make us 
perpetually content with the current way  
of doing things. [31]

Like most gamification literature, this book, 
from the very outset, blurs any distinction 
between games and play and posits that 
both are natural and inevitable. “Play 
and games are enshrined in our cultural 
record, emerging with civilizations, always 
intertwined. We are also now coming to 
understand that we are hardwired to play, 
with researchers increasingly discovering 
the complex relationships between our 
brains, neural systems, and game play,” 
the authors proclaim. This may be true, 
but isn’t there a great difference between 
games as play and games as incentives? [31]

(envolvimento)
The term “engagement,” in a business 
sense, indicates the connection between  
a consumer and a product or service.  
[…] Engagement is the period of time
at which we have a great deal of 
connection with a person, place, thing,  
or idea. […] The word most frequently used 
to describe engagement, particularly in a 
marketing context, is loyalty. In fact, to a 
great extent, engagement and loyalty are 
synonymous. [32]
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4) COMUNICAÇÃO EM CIÊNCIA
         Conteúdos educativos no âmbito do projeto Literacia em Astronomia.

O projeto Literacia em Astronomia é um projeto internacional em que 
o Instituto de Astrofísica e Ciências do Espaço (IA*) está envolvido, em 
colaboração com o Observatório e Universidade de Leiden, Países Baixos, 
e que visa definir objetivos globais de educação em astronomia para serem 
aplicados nos currículos escolares a nível mundial.
Neste projeto estão a ser definidas as 100 ideias fundamentais sobre 
astronomia e que deverão fazer parte da literacia em qualquer sociedade.
São exemplos a causa das estações do ano, a existência de planetas fora 
do nosso Sistema Solar e de milhares de milhões de galáxias para além da 
nossa, e como a Astronomia está presente no nosso dia-a-dia, por exemplo, 
em muita da tecnologia que usamos.
Este projeto conduzirá à produção de conteúdos educativos de apoio aos 
currículos escolares a nível mundial e a atividades informais de educação  
e comunicação de ciência. 

* O Instituto de Astrofísica e Ciências do Espaço é um centro  
de investigação nacional associado às Universidades de Lisboa 
e do Porto. Mais informação pode ser encontrada no website 
http://www.iastro.pt
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O grupo de Comunicação de Ciência do IA propõe uma colaboração com  
a coordenação do Mestrado em Design de Comunicação e Novos Media 
com dois objetivos:
— Familiarizar os estudantes de design com as oportunidades de trabalho 
e as necessidades específicas da comunicação de ciência, como sejam 
a comunicação de informação complexa e a transferência de informação 
entre públicos de diferentes domínios.
— Produzir um ou mais produtos no âmbito do projeto Literacia em 
Astronomia, beneficiando das metodologias e recursos do Mestrado  
em Design de Comunicação e Novos Media.

Estes produtos deverão comunicar informação que é complexa por 
natureza, tornando-a acessível a públicos específicos. Em concreto, 
pretende-se encontrar estratégias para veicular conceitos que são parte  
do nosso dia-a-dia mas que não são fáceis de apreender.
Os formatos e media são livres, desde que adequados aos requisitos. 
Poderão ser, por exemplo, infografias, vídeos, aplicações interativas  
ou modelos expositivos tridimensionais participativos.
Estes produtos deverão estar em língua portuguesa e contextualizar-se  
à realidade geográfica e cultural de Portugal, ou de qualquer um dos países 
de língua oficial portuguesa. O, ou os, produtos finais, creditados com a 
referência ao autor ou autores, serão distribuídos gratuitamente pelo IA  
e pelos seus parceiros internacionais: União Astronómica Internacional  
via PLOAD (http://pload.org), e Universidade de Leiden.
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[35]  Galileo Galilei (1610). Dupla página de Sidereus nuncius (O Mensageiro das estrelas).
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